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Decision of the Supreme People’s Assembly
of the D. P. R. K.

ON THE FORMATION OF THE CABINET

OF THE D.P.R.K.

The Supreme People's Assembly of the D,P.R.K. decides to form the Cabinet of the

D.P.RiKi —« the Government of the DIP.R.K. — with the following members:

THE CABINET OF THE D.P.R.K.

Premier: KIM 1L SUNG
MiniSSiertof

Chemical

H-

_

-

: gm 1] 11 us ry: Li Chun a

312$??ng gong Myung Hi Minister of Agriculture: Han Jun Jong
Vice-Premier: Jung ll Ryong

Minister 0‘ Elecmc

Vice-Premier: Nam ll industry: :

Kim 0‘70 5“"

Vice-Premier: Pak Eui Wan Minister Of Light
Vice»Premier: Jung Joon Taik llind‘JStry: ‘ .

M00“ M3" Wonk

Minister of National
MlmSter Of FlShmg

D ience- Kim Kwan H up
Industry: Jon Hwang Sup

. >e
' g y

Minister of Transport: Klrn Hol ll

Minister of Internal
Minister of Construction

Affairs. Bang Hak Se
and Buildingqnaterial

Minister of Foreign Industry: Chol .Ial Ha.
Afia‘rSC Nam " Minister of Finance: Li Jun Yun

Minister of Justice: Huh Jung Sook Minister of Home and

Minister of State Foreign Trade: Chin Ban Sun

Control: Pak Moon Kyoo Minister of Communica-

Chairman of the State tions: K0 Joun Taik

Planning Commis» Minister of Education

sion: Li Jung 0k and Culture: Han Sul Ya

Chairman of the State Minister of Public

Construction Commis- Health: Ll Byung Nam

sion: Pak Eui Wan Minister of Labour: Kim Eung Kl
Minister of Metal Minister of Local Econo-

Industry: Kang Yung Chang mic Administration: Jung Sung Un

Minister of Machine- Minister Without

building Industry: Jung ll Ryong Portfolio: Kim Dal Hyun
Minister of Coal Minister Without

Industry: Huh Sung Taik Portfolio: Hong Kl Hwang

CHOI YONG KUN
President oi the Presidium oi the Supreme People‘s Assembly oi the D,P.R.K.

KANG RYANG WOOK

Secretary-General oi the Presidium of the Supreme People's Assembly of the D.P.RIK.

September 20, 1957, Pyongyang
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Decision of the Supreme PeOple’s Assembly

of the D.P-R- K-

ESIDlUM OF THEN TO THE PB
0” THE ELECT")

LY OF THE D.P.R,KlSUPREME PEOPLE’S ASSEMB

Chairman, three Vice-Chairmen, a

SeereiaryGeneral and 16 members.
.

2. The following members are elected to the
Presidium of the Supreme Peeple’s ASSembly
oi the D.P.R.K.

l
35

i

The Supreme People‘s Assembly of the

D,P,R.K. decides as Iollows:

It To form the Presidium of the Supreme
People‘s Assembly of the D.P.RIK, With B

THE PRESIDIUM or THE SUPREME PEOPLE'S ASSEMBLY

OF THE D.P.R.K.

Member: Li Man Kym,President: CHO] YONG KUN
Member: [Ell SDSrlg Woan

V' »P 'dent: Ll Keuk R0 Member: 3" ang D00
Vizg-Pigzide Hyun Chil Jong Member: Kim Chang Duk
Vice-President: Kim Won Bong Member:

.l|(u.ng a?
Sik

' i HaiSecretary-General. Kang Rymg WDOk Member
lrn un

Member: Pak Jung Ai Member. 51; App-Can“Member Kang Jin Kun Member.

gE
a1 00

Member: Sung Joo Sik Member: Kye ung Sang
Member: Kim Byung Je Member: LI Myun Sang
Member; Won Hong Koo Member: Song Yung

CHOI YONG KUN

President of the Presidium of the Supreme People's Assembly of the DIP.R_K,

KANG RYANG WOOK

Secretaryfieneral oi the Presidium of the Supreme People's Assembly of the D.P.R,K.

September 20, 1957, Pyongyang
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SPEECH

by Premier KIM 1L SUNG at the First Session
of the Second Supreme PBOple's Assembly

September 20. 1957

Comrades Deputies,
Today we have reached an epochal turn-

ing-point in the history of our country's devel-
opment, The economy of our country has re

covered on the whole from the serious war

wounds and entered the stage of new develop-
ment.

Not only in towns but also in the country-
side the socialist form oI economy has won a

decisive victory, The ranks of the working
class have grown and its leadin role has
been enhanced in the economic Tile of the
state. The social-economic status of millions
of peasants has fundamentally changed

The people‘s living has been in the main
recovered from war damage and we are now

striving further to improve it.
In all branches oi the national economy the

working people of our country are displaying
unparalleled labour enthusiasm and creative
initiative and the popular masses are partic~
ipating in the state lile with high political
enthusiasm and activity.

The entire people are rallied more closely
than ever around the Workers‘ Party of Korea
and the Government of the Republic and are

ever more heightening their sense of honour
of being the citizens of the Democratic Peo-

ple’s Republic oFKoreat
All this was all the more vividly demon—

strated in the fulfilment of the national eco—

nomic plan for 1957 and in the elections to
the Supreme People's Assembly.

The working people of our country ovcrlul~
filled in the first hall oi this year not only
the state plan but also the targets for addi—
tional production they set themselves and are

now attaining new labour results in the lul-
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filmth of the plan for the second half of the

year,
Thanks to the heroic struggle of the Korean

people the international position of our coun-

try has been unprecedentedly enhanced As a

glorious member of the socialist camp headed

by the great Soviet Union. the Democratic

People‘s Republic of Korea has formed in-
violablo relations at internationalist friend-

ship and co-opcration with 'the Soviet Union,
the People's Republic of China and the Peo-

ple's Democracies.

The economic and cultural ties of our coun-

try with thc peoples of India, Indonesia,
Burma, Egypt and other Asian and African
countries are becoming closer and closer.

All men ol goodwill the world over are

sympathetic with the Korean people and are

supporting their just struggle,
What is most important for us at the res~

ent moment is to firmly maintain aler ness

without being carried away in the least by
the results attained, to strengthen further the

unity oi the masses of the people and thus mo-

bilize the masses towards new victories.

Comrades,

Following the liberation the Korean people
had to undergo numerous dillieulties and
trials in the struggle for the unification of
the country and national independence.

In the period of peaceful construction he-
Iore the war, under the guidance of our Party
and the people‘s power, our people Ioundcd a

poweriul democratic base in the northern part
of the Republic by carrying out great demo-
cratic reiorms. rehabilitating and developing
the national economy and strengthening the
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unity of all the patriotic forces, and then

embarked upon the road of converting the

base into a firm material one for the peaceful
unification of the country.

.

The big growth of the democratic forces and
the strengthening of the democratic base in

the northern part were not to the liking of the

US. imperialists and the traitorous Syngman
hee cli ue.

RThe eiiemies who do not like the Korean

people taking the power into their own hands

to build a democratic independent country

tried to wipe out the democratic forces and

bring the Kroean people to their knees by

means of a direct armed intervention against
our country. .

The war provoked by the enemies was the

most stern trial ior the Korean people. It

brought immeasurable sufferings to them,

The Korean people, however, rose up as one

in the heroic resistance to repulse the armed
invasion of the enemies in face of all difficul-

ties. The Korean people and the Korean Peo-

ple‘s Army, in cooperation with the righteous
Chinese People’s Volunteers and With the

material and moral support of the peoples of

the Soviet Union and other brotherly coun-

tries, won a glorious victory in the arduous
fight against the armed invasion of the sur-
teen imperialist nations with the U.S, imperi-

alists as the ringleader and their lackeys, the

traitorous Syngman Rhee clique. They sate-

guarded their sovereignty and people s demo-

cratic system from the encroachment of the

enemies. (Stormy applause.)
‘ _ .

The Korean people did not give in 111 such
a stern war but demonstrated that no imperi-

alist aggression could conquer them,

Through the war the Korean people were

further united and steeled and ever more

clearly demonstrated the might of the people
who have taken the power into their hands as

well as the superiority of the people’s demo-

cratic system,
Horrible as the three-year war was, the

trials of the war gave the Korean people such
firm conviction that they could well detcnd

their country and carry out the Korean re-

volution. Through the war we accumulated

priceless experiences and gained lessons
useful for the attainment of the ultimate Vic-

tory in our revolution.

The threeryear war wrought unheard-oi

destruction on the productive forces of our

country and ruined to the extreme the people’s
livelihood.

6

The basic task we had to tackle in the post.

war Three-Year Plan period was to
recover

the ruined livelihood of the peeple in the
shortest space of time and at the same time

to lay a foundation for the future independgnl

development of the national economy~ by ra-

pidly rehabilitating and strengthening the

material and production foundation of the

devastated induStry ‘and ‘rural §C9fl0my.
Under the conditions in which the cities and

rural villages had becnreduced to rums, all

the branches of the national ?C0‘?°my totally
damaged and the means of livelihood of the

popular masses destroyed, the task was a

v and complex one.

Ve?ii:|gci'i:1tlssignificancc of the economic pol.

icy of the Party and Government on the

priority growth oi heavy industry With the

simultaneous development of light industry
and rural economy lay in the vary fact that

the policy enabled us to accomplish success-

fully this knotty task.
4

.

In the carrying out of the economic policy
it was vitally important to make the best use

of all the available resources in the
country

and the aid given by the fraternal countries,
pick up the chief links in the rehabilitation

and development of all the branches of the

national economy and concentrate all

strength on them.
.

What was of decisive significance in the

field of industry was the_question of correctly
determining the direction of capital invest.
merit. We solved this question mainly in two

directions. Firstly, in the rehabilitation and

construction of heavy industry we concentrat-

ed investment on the branches directly related

to the improvement of the people 5 llVlflg and,

secondly, we took the course of reconstructing
old enterprises on a new technical basis and

establishing some new mills, in order to

economize funds and to get the results of the

investment in a short space of time.

The correct guidance of the Party and Gov.

ernmcnt and the devoted labour struggle of

our workers made it possible to implement
our policy successfully in the industrial Censt-
ruction. As a result, in the short span of time

following the war more than 280 large and

medium enterprises have been rehabilitated

on the basis of new technique and over eighty

large and medium enterprises equipped with

modern installations have been newly built.

For the first time we came to have a machine-

building industry of our own, expand on a

large scale the textile industry which had
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been extremely backward in the past and
process into finished goods a considerable
amount of the rich underground resources in
our country which had been used only for raw

material or semi-finished goods.
During the Three-Year Plan period the

gross industrial output grew 2.8 times, the
growth oi the production of the means of
production being four times and that of con-

sumer goods 21 times.

This year alone our industry will turn out
more industrial products than the amount
produced in the four years from 1946 to 1949.

Thus our industry has ensured the supply
of the material, equipment and daily necessary
goods needed for the rehabilitation of the de-
vastated national economy and for the im-

provement of the people’s living, and laid the
firm production and technical foundation for
the development of our national economy
onto a higher level.

The central task facing the rural economy
in the postwar period lay in solving the food

guestion facing the population by rapidly
increasing grain output.

Considering that in our country where the

acreage of arable land is limited, it is essen-

tial to increase grain output by raising the

per—hectare yield and land utility, the state
directed its main efforts to this end. The Gov‘
ernment took, first of all, various technical
measures for restoring the material founda-
tion of the rural economy from the war ruin
and for increasing grain output. Measures
were taken for concentrating the bulk of in-
vestment on irrigation projects, increasing
rapidly the use of chemical fertilizer and ex

panding on an extensive scale the acreage
sown to maize, a high-yielding crop.

These measures stimulated the labour enr

thusiasm of the peasants and yielded fine
fruits. in 1956 the grain output surpassed by
eight per cent over the pre-war level, with the
result that the question of food, the supply of
which had been insufficient, was in the main

solved, the income of the peasants increased
and their livelihood improved

The agricultural co-operativization played
a decisive part in rapidly rehabilitating
agriculture.

Had it not been for the co-operativization
of farming, the technical and economic mca~

sures taken by the Government for the devel»

opment of agriculture could not have been

efiectively materialized and accordingly, the
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war-wounds inflicted upon our agriculture
could not have been rapidly healed.

Contradictions between the socialist indu«

stry, which has developed at a high tempo
and undergone a qualitative change in the

post-war period, and the individual peasant
economy, which has been slowly rehabilitated,
could not be solved without the co-operativi—
zation of agriculture

The agricultural co-operative movement
has rapidly developed in the post-war period
thanks to the correct co»operativization pol-
icy oi the Party and Government and to the

fervent response and support of the peasant
masses to this policy. Thus, at present, 85.5'

per cent of the total peasant households are

incorporated in agricultural co-operatives.
The agricultural cOvoperativization was a

great revolution in our rural villages. It

ensured not only the rapid rehabilitation of

the rural economy, but also created prerequi'
sites for bringing about a fundamental change
in the technique of our agriculture, in the

material and cultural living of the peasants
and in their consciousness

Thus the material foundation of our rural

economy has been fortified and a firm founda

tion laid for more rapidly developing the pro-
ductive forces through the economic transfor-

mation.

The livelihood of the people has been con-

siderably improved in keeping with the re-

habilitation and development of industry,
agriculture and other branches of the nation-

al economy.
At the end of 1955, the real income of the

working people topped the pre-war level. In

1956, the volume of commodity circulation

the state and cooperative trade organs dealt

in was double as compared with 1949.

In the post-war period, dwelling houses

with a total floor space of 13,400,009 square
metres have been built in towns and the

countryside, of which houses with 5,100,000

square metres of floor space have been con-

structed with state funds.

During the Three-Year Plan period, 5,455
schools were newly built or rehabilitated. The

primary compulsory educational system was

introduced in 1956.

At present, in our country the number of

students of schools at all levels amounts to

2,080, 000.

We cannot think of all these achievements

of ours apart from the enormous aid of the

peoples of the Soviet Union, the People’s Re-
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public of China and other People‘s Demo-

cracies.

The firm internationalist solidarity and co-
operation with the countries of the socialist

camp headed by the Soviet Union have always
been a guarantee for our victory. (Stormy
applause.)

Our people’s power has been further for-

tified and the unity of the people further con-

solidated through the severe trial of the war

and the work of rehabilitating the post-war
national economy.

The history of arduous struggle waged by
the Korean people has proved that our Gov-

ernment is the staunch champion of the inter-

ests of the people of all walks of life and,
accordingly, represents the most democratic

form of government at the present stage of

the development of our country, which is

capable of uniting around it the broad_s_ec-
tions of the popular masses and inspiring
them to fully display their enthusiasm and

activity.
For the further strengthening of the peo—

ple‘s power, we took in the past a series of

important measures such as holding elections

to the power organs at all levels, reorganiz-
ing part of administrative districts and

simplifying state apparatuses. At the same

time, we have waged a persevering struggle
for liquidating bureaucratisin in state organs
and inducing cadres to acquire a mass view

point. As a result of this, all power organs
have been brought closer to the people, and

the broad sections of the popular masses

have come to take an active part in the

afiairs of state. Thus, the role and functions

of the people’s power have been enhanced,
while the entire people have been further

closely united around the Party and Governr

ment. The united front of the people of all

social strata in the northern part of the Re-

public has been formed and developed in the

course of the struggle for carrying out the

democratic revolutionary tasks, and further

strengthened on a new political and economic

foundation through socialist construction

Our democratic base established in the

northern part of the Republic went through
severe trials, and today it has grown into an

unconquerable force politically and economi-

cally, This is a great gain of the Korean peo-

ple. (Stormy applause.)
Comrades,

Although twelve years havc elapsed since

the liberation, South Korea is still under the

8

occupation of the United States and is being
reduced to her colony.

Herein lies the basic character of the

complex and arduous Korean revolution.

The US. imperialists are disguising their

aggression of South Korea under the cloak of

“aid". However, as is known throughout the

world, the “aid" of the US. imperialists to

South Korea is nothing but a means of their

military aggression and unbridled pillage.
The U. S. imperialists have completely

seized in their hands the finance of the puppet
government and are appropriating its budget
solely for the maintenance of the Ur S. occu-

pation army, the bulky puppet army and the

fascist ruling machinery.
South Korea is degenerating to the position

of a slave to debt in relation to the United

States as the days go by, and its financial
deficit is increasing without bounds. Today
the puppet government is faced with grave
financial bankruptcy.

The US. imperialists arc converting South

Korea into their market at the cost of ruining
the South Korean industry. Numbers of medi»
um and small Korean enterprises have gone
bankrupt, and even most of the remaining
factories are unable to be run normally.

In 1956, the rate of operation of the entire

industrial establishments was no more than

60 per cent.

In this way, the national capital is going
headlong towards ruin due to the oppression
of the US. monopoly capital.

The wages of workers are less than half of

the minimum living cost, and even these

wages are often unpaid for months, In 1956,
the number of unemployed amounted to over

1,100,000 in South Korea, and then there

were several millions of semirunemployed.
The South Korean rural economy has been

extremely devastated due to the plundering
policy of the U. S. imperialists and the Syng-
man Rheeites. Even according to the official
data published by them, the acreage under
cultivation in South Korea has been reduced

by 200,000 hectares as compared with the

last days of the Japanese imperialist rule. In

1956 the grain output was diminished by some

nine million siik compared with the time of the

Japanese irnpei st rule, with the result that
South Korea is h ing an extreme food crisis.

The peasants are suffering from the cruel

exploitation of landlords and usurers and are

deprived of their crops through “compensation
grain for distributed land," “land acquisition
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tax, irri ation fee" “to
‘

'

“on" andgso forth.
, rcible grain collec-
Th'

'

million South Kore
‘5 Spring some one

an peasant hou
ran out of provisions.

seholds

The aggressive polic of the
‘

'

-

ists and the reactionary rule lo:S$rf§fd:hRheeites in the southern part of our fatherland
are faced with total bankruptcy in all fields —

political, economic and cultural. No other re-
sult can possibly be brought by the most
shameless plundering policy of the U S im-

perialists and the traitorous policy of their
running dogs, the Syngman Rheeites.

The U S. imperialists and the Syngman
Rheeites are trying to find a way out of their

predicament by further intensifying the op-
pression and pillage of the popular masses
and creating a new strained situation in

Korea. However, this design will only lead
them into a graver peril.

The South Korean people are keenly aware
that they cannot live any longer under the
rule of the US imperialists and Syngman
Rhee. The popular masses are ever more long-
ing for the northern part of the Republic and
the tide of public opinion, strongly demand-

ing the same kind of popular rule as practised
in the northern part of the Republic, is run-

ning high as the days go by. There is no
doubt that, encouraged by the socialist con-
struction in the northern part of the Republic,
all the patriotic forces including the South
Korean workers and peasants, will rise up in

the struggle for the peaceful unification of the
fatherland in opposition to the U. S. imperial-
ists and the Syngman Rheeites. (Prolonged
applause.)

No oppression will be able to check the

growth of the patriotic forces in South Korea.
Comrades Deputies,
Today the situation in our country is turn-

ing in favour of the Korean people who are

aspiring after the unification of the country,
We must wage a further relentless struggle

for achieving the peaceful unification of the
fatherland and relieving the South Korean

compatriots from the indescribable sufferings
they are now undergoing. This is the most

important revolutionary task confronting the
entire Korean people.

For the realization of the peaceful unifica-

tion of the country, first of all, a lasting peace
must be maintained in our country.

All the provisions of the Armistice Agree-
ment must be strictly abided by and the armia
stice be converted into a lasting peace. The
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machination of the enemies to scrap the Ar-

mistice Agreement and create a new tension
in Korea must be thoroughly laid bare and
frustrated.

All the foreign troops should be withdrawn
from Korea and the conversion of South
Korea into a U. S. atomic base should never

be tolerated.

The North and South should reduce their
armed forces instead of arms race.

We once again propose to the South Korean
authorities to cut down the numerical strength
of the North and South Korean armed forces
to 100,000 each or to less than that.

(Applause.)
These measures will constitute one of the

practical guarantees for the maintenance of a

lasting peace in Korea and lessen, above all,
the sufferings brought upon the South Korean

people by the excessive burden of military
expenses.

And we once again propose to take without

delay concrete measures for free trade be-
tween North and South Korea, free visits,
correspondence and cultural intercourse be-
tween the North and South Korean people.
(Applause).

We deem it necessary to designate certain

places in the North and South, to begin with,
and seek measures for exchanging goods
there.

For the peaceful settlement of the Korean

question, we demand the convocation of an

international conference of the states concern-

ed, in which the representatives of North

and South Korea participate, (Applause).
We consider that the above-mentioned

questions should be solved, first and foremost,
for the realization of the peaceful unification

of the fatherland.

Our fatherland should be unified in a peace-
ful way without any foreign interference in

accordance with the democratic will of the

Korean people themselves. Our fatherland
which is divided into the North and South

should be unified through general, equal,
direct elections by secret ballot on a country—
wide scale, free from any pressure and re-

striction from outside, under the condition

that all the political parties in North and

South Korea are ensured freedom of action.

(Stormy applause.)
Our programme for the peaceful unification

reflects the unanimous desire of the entire

Korean people and accordingly, is enjoying
their warm support.
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However, the enemies are hatching every

conceivable machination to hamper the

Peaceful unification of our fatherlzind.

Only by waging a prolonged, arduous
struggle can the Korean people win victory in

their great struggle for ‘the unification of the

fatherland surmounting all the obstacles

thrown in the way by the enemies.

With this in view, the democratic base in

the North should be further consolidated and

converted into a powerful material base for

the unification of the faiiherland, and all the

South Korean patriotic forces headed by the

workers and peasants should be united and

drawn into the struggle against the U,S_. im—

perialists and the Syngman Rhee traitors.

Today, our democratic base is growing to

be a decisive force which accelerates the

peaceful unification of the fatherland and con-

stitutes a basic factor in all the changes of

the situation in Korea.
It is our task to mobilize the entire people

for fortifying further the democratic base poli-

tically and economically
The people in the northern part of the Re—

public should further strengthen the eco-

nomic foundation of the democratic base by

carrying out the First Five»Year Plan, the

basic orientation of which was outlined by the

Third Congress of the Workers’ Party of Ko—

rea. We have embarked upon the fulfilment

of the Five-Year Plan for the first time in the

history of our country.

The basic tasks provided for in the Five-

Year Plan lie in further consolidating the

economic foundation of socialism in the nor—

them part of the Republic and in solving

essentially the food, clothing and housing

questions facing the people.
By further developing the industrial pro-

ductive forces, we must lay the groundwork
for socialist industrialization which will make

it possible to equip all the branches of the

national economy with modern technique and

launch capital construction on a wider scale.

During the FiverYear Plan period, the ag-

ricultural collectivization will have to be com—

pleted, and the socialist economic form he

further consolidated in all the domains of the

national economy.

The grain problem facing the population
must be radically solved and the supply of

other foodstufi be increased rapidly. The

clothing question must be solved in the main

through raising the per-capita textile output
to more than seventeen metres. During the

10

five years, houses with a total floor space of

more than 72 million square metres should

be erected with state funds and over 200,000

modern houses built in rural areas in order to

improve the housing condition of the working
0 le, .

eTliie fulfilment of the First Five-Year Plan

will remove the centuryvold backwardness of

our national economy and COME” 0‘11: Coun—

try from a backward agrarian country into an

industrial-agricultural cpuntry and ,Slgnify
a giant stride forward in the socialist con.

struction in the North.
.

Proceeding from the basic tasks of the

FiverYear Plan, the Party and Government
will continuously ensure the priority develop-
ment of heavy industry and-on this basis,
simultaneously pursue the policy of develop,
ing the light industry and agriculture

On the basis of creating a firm foundation

of our self-supporting ec0norny, we Should

further strengthen the economic and technical

co-operation with the Soviet Union, the Pen.

ple’s Republic of China and other countries

of the socialist camp and develop internation.

a1 specialization with these countries.

in the industrial sphere, while giving

priority to the development of heavy industry,
we should concentrate efiorts on those fields

that are vitally necessary for the solution of

the questions of food, clothing and housing
and, on this basis, rapidly develop the produc-

tion of mass consumer goods. We must go

over from the production of raw materials to

that of semi-finished goods and from the pro.

duction of semi-finished goods to finished

goods, further develop the processing industry
in general, reinforce the technical equipment,
increase varieties of products, and decisively
improve their quality. We should completely
remove the colonial backwardness of our in.

dustry and consolidate the foundation of our

self-supporting industry.

The state should further develop the metal

industry for ensuring the supply of structural

steel, the chemical industry with the produc-
tion of chemical fertilizers and artificial fibre

as its main concern, the cement and other

buildingamaterial and inachinerbuilding in-

dustry, and continue to expand the fuel and

power centers and exploit the abundant natur-

al resources of our country on a wide scale

and strengthen the work of smelting or pro-

cessing other materials.

The machine-building industry is the core

of heavy industry and the foundation for tech-
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nical development. Toda all t
the national econom

y he bramh” of
. .

y
—- heav

'

light industry, rural economy, trehspbriitlucsdirlf:
munications and so forth —

are puttin
great demands before th

'

.

‘g.up

industry.
e machine building

Our machine-buildin indusir
accelerate the technicalg deveio mint qh‘ouaifi
fields of the national economy y producingand supplying highiquality machines, equip-
ment and accessories in quantities and in
great varieties. The machine-building industry
of our country should concentrate efforts 031
the development of medium and small
machine-building industries and exert main

efforts for the production of electric machines
mining installations, farm machines con:
struction machines. vessels and machines for

light industry as well as all kinds of acces‘
sories which are largely required in our

country.
As for the production of consu

'

goods, the textile industry should be 11:13:;
ed to a higher level and the development of
the food-processing industry should be ac-

celerated. In our country which is surround-
ed by sea on three sides. the development of

fishing industry is of weighty significance in

solvmg the food question. The catch oi fish
should be incrcased apace and, particularly.
the processing work oi marine products be

improved radically.
We should continuously maintain the high

tcmpo of the industrial developmennt. The
situation of our country and the development
of our revolution do not permit us to slow
down the tempo of the growth of industrial

production.
Of decisive significance in this connection

is the question of strengthening the technical

equipment of our industry and learning ad

vanced iechnique. We have not yet completEIy
done away with the technical backwardness of

our industry left behind by the Japanese im-

perialists. Ensuring the high tempo of growth
of industry, developing ever more rapidly the

processing industry, increasing the variety of

products and improving their quality, em,

all these depend mainly upon technical dove-

lopment.
Now we cannot advance our industry even

at step forward on the basis of the outdated

technique. In all the industrial spheres, tech-

nical reformation should be carried on uninA

ierruptedly, production processes be mecha-

nized and new production methods be intro~
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duced. While encouraging creativeriess of
workers and technicians in the technical deve-

lopment and widely disseminating the ad-

vanced production methods contrived by
them, we should eagerly learn the developed
technique of the Soviet Union and other ad-

vanced countries and boldly introduce it into

our national economy,

‘in ensuring the high tempo of the indus-

trial development, it is of extreme importance
to mobilize actively the production potential-
ities of the existing enterprises, correctly
arrange the restoration, remodelling and new

construction of enterprises and ensure the ef-
fect of investment to the maximum.

in carrying on the industrial construction.

we_should follow the line of concentrating
main efforts on the complete rehabilitation of

those enterprises which have not yet been

fully restored and on the perfect equipment,
remodelling and expansion of the existing
enterprises and of combining these with the
new construction of some enterprises.

Only by so doing, can we use funds most

rationally, maintain the high rate of growth
of production and fulfil the basic tasks of the

industrial development.
The cardinal tasks confronting agriculture

are continuously to increase grain output
and raise the production of industrial crops
to a definite level by completing the agricul-
tural co-operativization and by strengthening
the co-operative economy still further.

In 1961 the grain output should go over

3.7 million tons, and as for industrial crops,

efforts should be concentrated on the cultiva-

tion of such fibre crops as cotton, flax and oil-

bcaring crops. At the same time, we should

develop the rural economy many-sidedly by
promoting large scale animal husbandry.
sericulture, apiculturc, fruit farming and so

forth on a wide scale.

it is of weighty significance to carry on ir-

rigation projects on an extensive scale for the

development of the rural economy and under-

take river and dike projects for the protection
of land. Therefore. the capital investment in

the rural economy should be continuously
concentrated on this work.

As for irrigation, river and dike

projects, the state should invest funds in

large-scale undertakings. As for the small

ones co-operative or individual peasants
should raise funds by themselves The devel~

opment of the rural cconom definitEIy de-

pends upon the organizationa and economic
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consolidation of co-operatives. We can
com-

plete the agricultural co-Dpera’tivlzation only

by consolidating further the already‘organ-
ized co-operalives and raising their income.

Agricultural (to-operatives belong to the

socialist sector of economy. Socialist econo-

my cannot be managed without a plan, Agri-
cultural cooperatives should have a plan for

all the economic activities ranging from pro-

duction to distribution, exchange and con-
sumption. Planned production, planneddls-
tribution ’and planned consumption—this is

the way of strengthening the co-operative
economy and developing the rural economy.

For the socialist transformation of agricul-

ture, it is necessary to change not only the

economic form. but also the aggro-technique
and the ideology of the peasants. Only
through this can we complete the socialist

transformation of the rural economy and fur»

ther develop the cooperative economy.
_ .

Under the condition in which a decisrve

victory has been won in the agricultural co»

operativizatinn, the technical reformation of

the rural economy stands out as a very urgent

task before us, We should introduce advanced

farming technique on a wide scale and mecha~

nize agriculture. The agricultural mechani-

zation in our country should make steady pro-

gress in keeping with the development of in:

dustry and the economic consolidation of the

cooperatives, placing main stress on raising
the per-hectare yield and utility of land in

compliance with the peculiarities of our agri-

culture.
We should launch the work of gradually

equipping our agriculture with modern techni-

que, while carrying on, as the first step, small-

scale mechanization that can be done without

much difficulty and widely introducing anir

mal-drawn machines.

Along with the technical transformation of

agriculture, the socialist reformation of the

ideology of the peasants should be done. The

ideology of the peasants is lagging far behind

their social and economic circumstances We

should further strengthen the work of class

education among millions of peasants, active-

ly go ahead with the cultural construction in

the rural villages and improve the hygienic
and public health work there. Thus we should

eliminate all the ‘backward tendencies in the

ideology and the daily customs of the pea-

sants: and transform them into true socialist

working people with socialist ideology and

high cultural attainments.
'

.

l2

'

To ensure the betterment of the Noble’s
living, commodity circulation should be im.

proved and strengthened in keeping With‘ the
development of industry and agriculture_

During the Fiveerar Plan period We

should more than double the retail commtidity
turnover in the state and ctr-operative tradé
and prepare to cater smoothly to the growing,
demands of the population by further Expand.
ing the trade network and improving theicom,
modify supply system. .

.

,

While continuously improving the Work

of food supply to cities and workers’ districts
particularly, we should rapidly increase the
supply of all kinds of industrial goodsjfarm
machines and buildinngaterials to the rural

villages. . g
'

We must expand the source of commodities
in every way by extensively carrying on the
work of procuring in such a way as to enhance
the zeal of peasants for production. UHdcr
the conditions of cooperativized agriculture
the procurement work must be conducted in 5
further planned way and the role of the state

procurement organs and consumers' co-ope.
ratives enhanced.

The work or foreign trade must be conduct.
ed more briskly. 'The important task is

to mobilize the export resources in eye

way, increase the variety of export items, fur.
ther enhance their quality and thus obtain
more foreign currency. We must pay particu-
lar attention to the enhancement of the func-
tion of trade organs and raising the low

business level of trade workers,

During the First Five-Year Plan period the

material and cultural living standards of the

people will be markedly enhanced. The im.

provement of the pcople’s living must .be

gradually realized strictly in keeping With

the level of the development of the national

economy and must be corrcctly coordinated
with socialist accumulation. Without the

growth of socialist accumulation the deve-

lopment of the national economy cannot be

ensured and accordingly, the future improve
ment of people's living cannot be sought.
The state should strive to enhance steadily
the material and cultural living standards
of the people by increasing consumption
funds while ensuring the systematic growth
of accumulation.

The educational and cultural work must be

continuously developed and the cultural level
of the working people further enhanced. Since

the liberation we have attained considerable
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its in the training of national cadre

Lef‘eIsult, we now have cadres who can ruii (it:
state as well as managermodern enterprises
in all branches of the national economy_ This,

however,
is far from suffiCient in view of the

requirement
of the gigantic socialistcgnstmc.

tion'.

{L the socialist construction in our country

is to be ensured, more and more scientific

and technical cadres must be trained and the

general cultural level of the working people
rapidly enhanced. in View of this the state

wvisages the further development of higher
m'secqndary technical education and at the

sometime the enforcement of compulsory
uhior middle’sChODlveducation in the Five}

Year Plan period. This is a difiicult task of

course. However, Without carrying out this’wc
cannot rapidly_eliminate the economic and

cultural backward‘ness of our country.
'our educational work-must be closelylink-

ed with production Its basic task is to arm

the working people with advanced technique
and scientific knowledge and to train them

into competent Socialist builders.

The cultural life of the working people must

be further enriched by continuously develop-
mg literature and arts.

We must further develop the national cul-

tine of the Korean people, inheriting the long
cultural tradition of our people and continu-

ously absorbing the excellent cultural achieve-

ments oi the advanced countries.

The fulfilment of the First Five-Year Plan

is a very huge and arduous task. The Five-

Year Plan can be successfully carried out only
if the entire people wage a tense labour strug

glc and overcome numerous difficulties.

It is the central question arising from the

fulfilment of the Five-Year Plan as a whole to

practise strict economy and tap more inner

rcsourc
‘ in all branches of the national

economy. We must fight against all uneco-

nomiral tendencies, steadily reduce the pro-

duction and construction cost, and manage

and run economy on the basis of strict coo-

mic calculation.

The increased production and economiza-

tion movement of the working people which

came to an upsurge through‘ the fulfilment oi

the decisions of the December Plenum of the

Central Committee of the Workers’ Partv of

Korea must he further developed. This con-

stitutes a decisive guarantee for the carrying
out of the tremendous Five-Year Plan.

We must further strengthen the democratic
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base .‘pol‘itically while successfullycal’fytng
on the socialist economic construction.

'

Without further reinforcing ihE' people's

power and_cpnsolidating the state-social syS'
em it

is impossible to ensure the socialist

construction in the northern part of the Re-
Public. The people's power is a powerilfl
weapon in the hands of the Korean pet-ll?le k“

socialistconstruction. '

Since its founding our Government has

carried out the huge tasks of historical signi-
ficanCe .by mobilizing the entire people, and

iutly‘demonstrated its superiority both at
the time of the war and in the period ‘of

peacefulvconstruction. This, however, does
not mean that there has been no defect- in
the _work of our state‘organs. We must exert

steady efforts for improving the state work.
In order to strengthen the people's power

the state machinery must be further slmpli:
lied and the work level of all the state organs

constantly elevated. The sense of responsi-
bility of the officials must be further enhanc-

cd in the state organs and a continuous

struggle
,

waged against the bureaucratic

method of work. We must further develop
the truly popular work method of discussing
the afiairs of state directly with the masses

by strengthening on-the—spot guidance; over-

come difficulties by relying upon the en-

thusiasm and initiative of the masses; and

meet their vital requirements in good time.

In this way we must induce the popular
masses to more actively participate in the

affairs of state, strengthen the ties between

the people‘s power and the masses, and give
full play to socialist democracy.

While giving full play to the democracy
of the broad masses, of the people, we must

ever more strengthen the function of dicta~

torshlp of our state against the enemies.

Without the strengthening of dictatorship a‘

gainst counter-revolution, 'socialist construc«

tion cannot be ensured nor can the democrat-

ic rights and freedom be ensured for the

popular masses.
'

We are standing face to face with the ene-

mie‘s. The U.S. imperialists and the traitor-

ous Syngman Rhee clique who have en-

trenched themselves in South Korea are

persistently continuing their destructive and

subversive activities against the northern

part of the Republic. The greater our success

becomes, the more rabid form their destruc-

tive activities take.
'

.

Especially, the enemies irenziedty try .to
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create a split within our ranks and to utilize

for their subversive purpose any trifling ne-

gative phenomena found in our ranks.

Under such circumstances, we must fur-

ther strengthen the unity of our ranks and

direct all our forces to the struggle against
the enemies.

We must thoroughly suppress all the coun»

ter-revolutionary and hostile elements. and

expose and frustrate at every step the spy-

ing, sabotaging and wrecking activities of

the enemies. (Applause)
We must prevent. the infiltration of hostile

elements into our ranks and give the enemies

no place to set their foot.

The firm unity and solidarity of democrat-

ic parties and social organizations as well

as of the people of all walks of life based on

the worker-peasant alliance constitutes the

powerful political foundation oi our country
and a source of our unconquerable might.
We must develop the democratic base to be a

firmly united revolutionary force b strength-
ening the United Democratic liatherland
Front. Only by so doing, can we remain firm.

no matter what difficulty may confront us,

and we shall win victory with united force,

overcoming obstacles

With this in view, we must further

strengthen, first of all, the worker-peasant
alliance which is the foundation of the poo»

ple's democratic system.
After liberation. in the northern part of

the Republic the worker-peasant alliance

came to have a firm political and economic

foundation as a result of the founding of the

people's power and the enforcement of land

reform and various other democratic reforms,

and overcome with credit the ordeals of the

war.

However, the working class can ultimate»

ly and firmly enlist the peasants on its side

only by leading them towards the road of

socialism and transforming them into social-

ist working people. Now that a decisive vic-

tory has been won in the agricultural co-

operativization, it can be said that the work»

er-peasant alliance in our country is firm

and invincible (Thunderaus applause.)
All policies of the Party and Government

—thc policy of enhancing the leading role

of socialist industry ovcr agriculture, of devel-

oping further the socialist rural economy

through the completion of agricultural co-

operativization, of liquidating once and for

all various forms of exploitation in the coun»

H

tryside. of bettering the material and cul«

' ' forming
l livin of the peasants and re

thief: outdfied conception—will strengthlen
further the worker-peasant alliance an ee

vatc the leading role of the working class in

's alliance. .

.

mlUnder the people's democratic systerr‘ii
in

our country, the private enterprisers, trakers
and the people of other strata are ta mg

. .

-

he
art in olitical ower, together wttht

lworkers Iand peasapnts, and form a compo»

nent part of the United Front,

The enterprisers and traders of our coun-

try are. together with the entire working
people led by the working class, taking par‘
not only in the fulfilment of the democra It.

revolution but also in the soc1alist construc-
tion in the northern part of the Republic.

The people's power supports the lawful

activities of enterprisers and traders who

render service to the development of econo‘
my and the improvement of the peoples liv-

ing, and opens before them the road of a new

life by gradually transforming them into so-

cialist working people on the voluntary prin-

ciple through various cit-operatives or
other

forms. The Government Will continue to

pursue this line.
‘

,

‘

The prime task in the field of foreign p0»

Iiry is to further strengthen the‘mtcrnational-
ist friendship and solidarity with the Sovtet

Union. People‘s Republic of China and other

People's Democracies.
1

The imperialists are resorting to all and

every plot to undermine the unity of_our so-

cialist countries. We must enhance vigilance
against the manoeuvres of the imperialists
and thoroughly frustrate their reactionary

propaganda.
The Korean people have come to know

through their own experience of the life-and-

death struggle the great might of the prolv
iiirian intcrnationalist banner. The Korean

people will be faithful to this banner to the

last. (Prolonged. stormy applause)
v

The Democratic People's Republic of Ko-

rea will uphold the Leninist principles of
peaceful co-exislence with countries With _dif»
faring social systems, and strive for establish-
ing friendly bonds with all countries desirous

of maintaining amicable relations with us,

We must establish friendly relations with

all countries struggling for national independ.
ence and peace against colonialism. We will

strengthen solidarity with such Asian and

African countries as India, lndoncsia, Burma.
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Egypt and Syria, and will mak

developing economic and cultufaf‘f-gldtidg;
with them on the basis of mutual benefit

We must endeavour to establish normal re-
lations With Japan. This will be beneficial

Est ugly
to

thej peoples
of the two countries

so con ucivc o x
‘

'

‘

peace in Asia.
the consolidation of

The Korean people always desire
oppose war. Thanks to the positivopsfiocftslbtf
thesocialist countries headed by the Soviet

_Union and the People‘s Republic of China

international tcnsion has recently been tak:
ing the course towards a general relaxation.

llowovcr, owing to the arms race and war

preparation policy of the aggressive Western

powers led by the US. imperialists world
peace is _in constant danger.

We Will further strengthen solidarity with

the_world peace-loving peoples and strive for

maintaining a lasting peace.
The Korean people must contribute to the

preservation of peace in Asia and the world

by shattering the machinations of the US.
imperialists and the Syngman Rhee traitors
to create fresh tension in our country and W
fightin" again-t all

.

acts of5 the enemy,
and every Provocative

We fully support all the ro osa t
Sovtct Government for the rclducltionlgf gin—"l:
merits by the Big Powers and for the pre-
hibition of the production, uses and tests of
the nuclear weapons. (Applause)

Comrades Deputies,
The struggle of the Korean people for the

peaceful unification and complete indepclir
dance of the fatherland is a just one.

Today the Korean people are firmly con»

vinced of their ultimate victory in thc strug»
glo for attaining national independence 8-

gainst imperialist aggression.

_The Korean people are no longer the colo-
nial slaves of the past. They seized the poli-
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tical power in their hands and have the
powerful democratic base. All the struggle of
the Korean people is guided by the Wurkcrs'

Party of Korea which inherited the fine re»

bgle‘flihfmirfi ttrjadition
of our country and has

ese rou h the a
‘

(Stormy applause?)
rduous struggle.

0 force can conquer such people.
‘The armed invasion of the enemies who

tried. to occupy the northern part of the Re-

public and to enslave the Korean people met
With an ignominious defeat.

unfliog-esligps
of

tthe
enemies to undermine

. ia lS cons ruction and su ress

growth of the democratic forces aiPepmeetf:§
With one setback after another.

'

The machinations of all the counter-revolu»

tionary‘clements and antivParty sectarians to

undermine our ranks from within and create
a split have been exposed and frustrated.

(App/onset) The Korean people have gone

through many difficulties and trials, but have

heroically surmounted these.

The lessons of history Show that no force
on earth can check the onward march of the
Korean people who rise up in their just strug-
gle and that there can be no unsurmounta-
ble difficulty for us. (Applause)

The Korean people will certainly accom-

plish the unification of their country. The

day Wlll ccrtainly come when the people of
the whole country will be leading a rich.

beautiful and happy life in a unitcd land.

(Yiiiinzicrous applause.) Victory is in store
for the. Korean people who are u.] iring after

the unification of the fatherlanil and Social-
ism. (Applause)

l:ct us further firmly rally around the Work»

crs Party of Korea and the Governnicnt of
the Republic and valiantly march forward
towards a great victory! (All! rise to their feet.
Resoundi’ng prolonged and thunderous up-
please.)
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SPEECH

by Premier KIM IL SUNG at National Conference

of Activists of Machine~building Industry
September I]. 1957

Opening his speech, Premier Kim Il Sung
expressed gratitude on behalf of the Central
Committee of the Workers‘ Party of Korea
and the Government of the Democratic Peo-

ple‘s Republic of Korea to the entire workers
in the field of machine industry who are

playing an important role for the post-war
rehabilitation and development of all
branches of the national economy, for the

development of machine industry and, in

particular, for the reconstruction of all fac-
tories and enterprises.

stressing that the National Conference of
Activists of Machinebuilding Industry was

a conference of historic significance held for
the first time since the founding of our state,
the Premier continued as follows:

In the past machine-building industry our

country was almost next to nothing Though
there was something like the industry of
colonial type in the days of Japanese imperi-
alism for the purpose of exploitation,
machine-building industry 7 the basis of the
industrialization of our country —

was not

developed.
Thus, in the pro-liberation year 1944, the

proportion shared by machinebuilding in-

dustry accounted for only 1.6 per cent of the

country's industry. And it did not go beyond
the bounds of repair shop type.

Under such circumstances, it was impos-
sible for us to remove the colonial lopsided-
ness in industry, let alone the industrializa-
tion of the country. To lay on our own the
solid foundation for the industrialization of
the country after liberation, it was impera-
tive for us to do away with the colonial

lopsidcdness in industry. To eliminate the
colonial lopsidcdness in industry it was

necessary to give priority to the development
of machine-building industry.

In a short period preceding the war a con-

siderable progress was made in machine-

16

building industry compared with the pre»
liberation days.

After the armistice the Central Committee
of the Party stressed time and again at its

meetings that without developing, above all,
machinebuilding industry there could be
neither rehabilitation nor development of the

wararavaged national economy.

Preparations for the development of

machine-building industry were made at-

ready in the war-time in accordance with the
basic policy and line charted by our Party
in relation to the development of the nation-

al economy of the country.
It is known to all that the Hichun Machine

Tool Works, the Hichun Precision Machine
Works and many others began to be develop-
ed in the war-time.

The Central Committee of the Party fore-
saw that even under the stern conditions of
the war the building of the foundation of

machine-building industry was necessary
for the reconstruction of the ravaged naiion~
al economy after the war for the production
of accessories at least, if not meeting fully
the great demand for machines and equip»
ment, which would be needed in the post-
war reconstruction, and for, in the long run,
the reinforcement of the basis of our indus-

try, Therefore the Central Committee started

developing machine-building industry al-

ready in the war-time.

After the armistice, diverse opinions crop»

ped up Within the Party.
Some claimed that in view of our difficult

living conditions following the war, we

should receive all the aid of the fraternal
countries in the form of fabrics, rice and so

forth and live in an easy-going way.
The Central Committee of the Party re-

jected this erroneous opinion, and held that
we would be able to develop our national

economy in the future only when we lay the
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'

of aid in the form of machine and e

foundation for industrialization '

‘

in a large amount of machines antdyegimngimt
by way of the aid of the fraternal couIi-itrei:
for all the difficulties facing us after tbsarmistice. And we received large quantitie:

quipmentfrom the Soviet Union. CzechoslovakiaPoland andh othir cpuntries.Thus we ave nil in the at
the Hidl‘m MaChifie Toopl sulfide; yephr:Hwanghai Iron Works, the

machinery lwork-
shop attaChEd m the HEUHgnam Fertilizer

Factoryd and _many ohther machine plantsi ar s, mining mac ine '

gaghim works.
plants and farm

Of course, there were no small di
‘

'

and obstacles in the way of ioundfiiicgllttlfi:centres of machine-building industry which
had not been in existence in our countryHowever, the centres of machinebuildingindustry were founded with all the difficul-
ties and obstaCIes. As a result, we could prevduce a large amount of machine accessories
and certain kinds of equipment, thereby giv-
ing great help to the rehabilitation and con.
struction of mills and enterprises and their
equipment and, turned out quantities of new
machines.

For instance, a large amount of machines
for mining industry such as winches,
crushers, rock-drills and others, farming im»
plements for the countryside, motors, pumps,transformers, and various building machines
including cranes which were badly needed
in the field of construction were turned out.

[n the field of fishing industry, it was

almost impossible to catch fish in the early
post-war days, owing to the destruction of
all vessels during the war. But, as we have
built a great number of engine-boats after
the armistice, their number has now become
greater than in the prerwar time. Today this
enabled us to catch 340,000~400,000 tons of
fish annually,

if we had not produced pumps, motors,
transformers, copper wire, and other ma-

chines and materials for ourselves, we would
not have been able to extend so_many irriga-
tion systems in the countryside The deve-
[opmcnt of machinerbuilding industry and
the manufacture of motors, pumps, transfor-
mers, copper wire and so forth, made it pos-
sible to establish many pumping installa»
tions, which played an important role in ex-

tending hundred thousand hectares of acre-

age under irrigation as we see it today.
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We have thus created the conditions for

211;
further development of our rural econo-

The regular operation of many factories,such as the Kangsun Steel Plant, the

eungnam_ Fertilizer Factory, and other

metalworking plants in heavy industry,chemical factories, mines and coal mines,and other
successes we have attained were

made possmle by the supply of a greatamount of machine accessories produced byour machine-building industry.
In this way we have attained great suc~

cess in establishing machine-building indus‘
try, which was not in existence at the time
oi the Japanese imperialist rule.

Now we have laid the foundation for the
further development of machine-building in-

dustry that will play the most importantrole in advancing the industrialization of
our country, provided that we efiiciently
manage the machine-building industry we
have already created.

Such enormous achievements as we have
made once again prove that the economic
policy of the Party was correct.

Had we not built such an industrial
foundation but lived on foreign aid as the
anti-Party elements wished, we would not
have had the conditions for the further
development of industry in the future, and
would have been in a hopeless position
However, as we have built such industrial
foundation, we are now capable of mapping
out the Five-Year National Economic Plan,
and can talk convincingly about the deve'
lopment of our industry and then the whole
of the national economy during the Five-
Year Plan period.

We must not relax our struggle for further
expanding and developing the base for ma-

chine~building industry. Or else, we cannot
think of ensuring the technical reform in
every branch of the national economy, nor
can we get the motive power for the rapid
development of our national economy.

Referring to the fact that the successful
fulfilment of the Five~Year National Econo-
mic Plan depends largely upon all the work-
ers of machineebuilding industry, the Pre~
mier stressed that, correctly recognizing
their important position in the fulfilment of
the Five-Year Plan, they must not only
strive for the successful carrying out of the
Five-Year Plan, but also create Iavoiirable
conditions to overfulfil the plan.
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The Premier went on:

Our Party has set forth the line of ensur-

ing priority development of heavy industry
simultaneously with the growth of light in-

dustry and agriculture.
Unless we develop heavy and light indus-

tries in our country, it is difiicult for us to

live on. Take our rural economy for instance.

Our country is one of those countries in the

World whose land is smallr Much of our

land occupies hill slopes and is unproduc-
tive.

For the purpose of rapidly developing ag-
riculture on such small and poor land to

make our livelihood selfvsupportiiig, we

must develop industry. Without priority
development of industry we cannot think of
the development of agriculture. Why?

In our country where the land is small it

is essential to raise land utility and build

many irrigation systems. Here we need

large quantities of machines and materials

such as pumps, transformers, copper wire,
and above all, large quantities of cement

and structural steel, All this should be sup-

plied by industry.

Besides, we must provide more fertilizers
for poor and small land to increase grain
yield. And to solve the problem of fertilizer,
we must develop our chemical industry.

During the war-time the apple crop in
our country was poor, and was all worm»

eaten. What was the reason? It was nothing
but the lack of insecticides and fertilizer.

As a result of more supply of insecticides
since the war and fertilizer from last year,

per-hectare yield of fruits was considerably
increased.

We must carry out many irrigation pro—

jects, produce and supply more fertilizer
and insecticides, and provide a large numA

ber of major farming machines and imple~
ments for raising land utility, thereby in-

creasing per~hectarc yield in our country.
And all this can be done only by industry.

Today, the basic line of the Five-Year Na
tional Economic Plan set by the Party lies
in solving radically the questions of cloth-

ing, food and housing during the period of
the plan, while consolidating further the
foundation of socialist economy.

In order to solve radically the questions of

clothing, food and housing, farm work has
to be done well. To do farm work well
means raising per-hecatare yield. For this

purpose, We must produce more transform-

is

ers, pumps, motors, farming implements
along with insecticides and chemical fertili—

zer.

For the socialist transformation of rural

economy, our Party is today carrying out

agricultural cb-operativization. Now almost

all the peasants are embraced in co-opera-
tives and are pushing ahead with co—opera-
tive economyi

However, what our Party is pursuing in

relation to socialist co-operativization does

not only aim at cooperativizing individual

economy, but at effecting technical reforma-

tion, that is, the mechanization of agri-
culture.

As the Party foresaw, at present the peas-
ants are calling for agricultural mechani-

zation, which is their demand in the second

stage of co-operativization,
Now, our rural villages require a new

technical reform, And it is an urgent pmr
blem for us to mechanize farming within a

short space of time. Then what are the con-

ditions of the machine-building factories

which are to provide the rural villages with

machines?

This summer I went to the Kiyang Ma-

chine-building Factory, and saw produc»
tion of many farming implements such as

corn-threshing machines but not plough
suitable for our farming.

Now the major demand of peasants is

the mechanization of transport in the coun-

tryside. For the lack of transport facilities

the peasant women carry compost, bundles

of paddy or fire wood on their heads or

backs. What they want is to improve it

under the present conditions of co-opera-
tivization. Even if we cannot afiord them

lorrieS, it is possible to provide such a

means of conveyance as rear cars for them,
isn’t it?

Now we have enough conditions to pr0<
duce such machines. Despite that, the

Kiyang Machinerbuilding Factory not only
fails to meet such demand but keeps some

machinery idle, saying they have nothing
to make.

Quite the contrary. We have a lot of

things to do, They do not know what to do,
because they are ignorant of the actual con»

ditions of rural villages.
The workers of machine-building facto»

ries had better visit rural villages in group
and find out what is the labour»consuming
work in rural Villages and what they can
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o to lighten it. They should ma

tic solve this question as soon askgogfi‘:
We must Itake mEasures to solve the

uestion of simple means of traHSport in

rural villages for the present. For example
rear car stands in good stead. With it thé
easant women may‘ be relieved from

carrying things on their heads,

By the end of 1961, the last year of the

First Five-Year National Economic Plan.
3,7 million tons of grains are expected to

be produced. To this end, we must carry
out river dyke PTOJECIlS: land construction

and improvement, irrigation projects and

conversion of dry fields into paddy ones.

For this we must turn out ditch diggers,
excavators, blades of bulldozers, animal-

drawn bulldozers and many other construe.

tion machines for rural villages, thereby
providing the peasants with favourable con-

ditions so that they may work in an easier

way. Only by domg so, can we make the

peasants raise the per-hectare yield and

increase grain produce.
The Premier stressed again that the grain

problem must be solved without fail in the

Five-Year Plan‘perlod. and for this the ma-

chine-building industry must be developed,
and this depends largely on the workers

of machine-building industry.
The Premier also pointed out that many

smatl»sized machines must be produced for

the increase of varieties and mass produc-
tion of daily necessaries at the factories in

the domain of light industry and the pro»
ducers’ co-operatives. Large and small ma-

chines such as refrigerators, juice wringers
and meat—grinders should be provided in

consideration of the further development of

the food-processing industry with the ex-

pansion of 100,000 hectares of fruit-grow-
irig acreage.

The Premier Went on:

In heavv industry, too, we can’t expect
the growth of metal and chemical indus—

tries without the acceleration of ore mining

and coal hcwing.

Coal miners who drill 100-200 metres a

month with their high-speed method are

complaining of the lack of loading ma-

chine If they are provided with the machine,

they say, they can produce more coal than

the Party requires. We must mechanize the

process of work for them so that they may

work more easily.
Ore miners also want to have more of
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loading machines, drills, winches and con-

centrating machines.
In compliance with this demand, we made

effort in the Three-Year Plan period, and
are now doing our best. We must produce
more of those machines for the miners so

that they may overiulfil their quotas.
'The fulfilment of the plans set before

mines and coal mines and the further deve-

lopment of the coal and ore mining indus«
tries envisaged in the Five-Year Plan de-

pend to a great extent upon the workers of

machine-building industry,
Much structural steel is required for the

rehabilitation of chemical factories whose
main task is to produce among other things
more cement for construction and more

iertilizer for agriculture. To this end, the

I’lwa‘nghai Iron Works, Kangsun Steel
Plant and other iron or steel works under
the Ministry of Metal Industry should be

completely rehabilitated For satisfying the
demand oi these metal works the machine-

building industry should produce machines.
equipment and accessories.

The same thing can be said of capital
construction. One of the major causes that

our capital construction ialls behind lies in

the fact that the industrialization of con-

struction has not yet been put on the right
track. The gigantic construction is envisag-
ed in the Five-Year Plan period, It will be

difficult to ensure the proceeding of large
scale construction without the industrializar
tion of construction.

Industrialization of construction means

producing standardized buildingmatcrials
by means of industrial method and building
houses by assembling them. The most im-

portant thing in this connection is cranes.

This question was raised two years ago.

Largerscale construction by assembly
method is possible with the production of

cranes

Pre-fabricated parts are so heavy that

workers cannot deal with them without tools.

Cranes are used for loading or unloading
the parts from trucks, or for assemblylng
them, Construction of this kind cannot be

done without cranes.

The fact that the tempo of construction is

not fast is not so much due to the short

supply of building materials as to the fact

that workers in machine-building industry
do not produce a sufiicient amount of build

ing machines.
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If the workers in the field of machine-

building industry turn out quantities of con-

struction machines such as mixers and

cranes, we can build many more dwelling
houses in towns, flats attached to factories

and enterprises, and can do much Construc‘

tion in farm villages.
In the future, we must also produce auto-

cranes.

Quantities of machines are required in the

field of transport.
We are now relying on motor transport.

And if we want to solve the question of

transport under the condition that at present
we cannot produce automobiles and have

little reserves of benzine, we must develop
in the main river and maritime transport. To

do

slip,
we must build many ships, big and

sma .

If we build big ships and transport coal

from Rajin to Heungnam and its neighr

bouring districts, the congestion of railway

transport will be mitigated.
The shortage of cargo ships has effect on

fish catch. Therefore, there arises the ques-

tion of building more ships.

The important task before machine-buildr

ing workers under the Ministry of Transport
is to repair freight wagons more speedily.

Now we have such well-equipped facto-

ries as the West Pyongyang and Wonsan

Railway Factories which we did not have

before the war. We must manufacture more

freight wagons in these factories.

In a word it should be brought home to

the workers of machinerbuilding industry

that the development of agriculture, light;

industry, heavy industry and the speeding-

up of the tempo of capital construction de-

pend upon them.

Comrade Premier stressed that in order

to carry out the enormous tasks set before

the machine-building industry, it is neces-

sary, first of all, to raise the utility of the

present facilities. He continued:

If we raise to the maximum the utility rate

of existing facilities, we can produce more

than envisaged in the Five-Year Plan.

But our utility rate of facilities of the

machine-building industry is very low.

If we raise the utility rate of machines,

we shall gain profits. With these profits alone

we shall be able to produce several hundred

per cent higher than the target envisaged in

the present plan.
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Better technical organization, better work

conditions and higher technical level will

conduce to increase output to a considerable

extent.

Utility rate of electric furnaces is also

low. At present, casting capacity is not yet

up to the mark. Heating capacity of the elec»
tric furnaces in the Ryongsung Machine-

building Plant is 40 per cent lower than that

in the Rakwun Machine-building Plant, The

utility rate of electric furnaces in the ma-

chine repair shops under the Ministry of

Chemical Industry is 40 per cent as less as

that in the Ryongsung Machine-building

Plant showing no good results. And the

utility rate of electric furnaces in the Rakwun

Machine-building Plant, which shows the

highest in our country, is 40 per cent lower

than that in the Soviet Union. Utility rate

of buildings is also low.

If we allow such a low utility rate of facili-

ties in all branches of machine-building in

dustry, we are guilty of a great sin against

the Party and the slate.

Especially utility rate is low in the tool»

making factories under Ministries. They

have more than 70 per cent of the total

machine tools in our country. Nevertheless,

workers there ask for more machinery in‘

stead of raising the utility rate.

It is necessary, therefore, to discuss the

questions deliberately at this first historical

conference: How can we raise the utility

rate of facilities? How can we meet fully the

demands of all branches of the national eco-

nomy in accordance with the requirements of

the Party and the state? How can we satisfy

the needs of all branches of the na-

tional economy without asking more for

facilities?

The reason for the low utility of facilities,

the Premier said, should he sought in the

fact that our technical level is still low and

our organization of work and management

is not yet up to the mark.

Then he gave an exhaustive account of

how to improve the situation:

Everybody from the manager to an ordina-

ry worker must enhance his technical level.

Only by doing so can we raise the utility

rate of facilities.

If any manager thinks cutting metal is not

his job, and so he may be excused for his

ignorance of technique, he is quite mistaken.

Only the manager who is well acquainted
with technique deserves his post.
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each worker raises his techn'

mg the organization of work andmif‘ilinlaeggl
menl be improved, then the utility rate of

facilitibs
Will rise.

when work ‘5 not Pmperly organized

management is poor, materials are not Sup:
plied

in good time, and conditions are not

sufiiciemio work, we cannot expect the rise

of the utility rate of ViaClllllES.
The rise of the utility rate of facilities can.

not be imagined apart from improvement of

technique
or good conditions of Work.

The most important thing in this respect
thereforev

is to raise technical level and im:

prove
the organization of Work and manage.

ent.
mThen the Premier emphasized the neces-

sity of increasmg the variety of machines as

follows: .

Various kinds of machines are now re.

quired in our country. We must, therefore, in

Crease the variety of machines. We must not

rest content With the turning out of several

Varieties
of machines: It is necessary for

workers to take initiative in producing large

“antities of machines in great varieties.

stressing the need of improving the qualir

ty of machines, the Premier went on:

At ore mines, coal mines and all other in

dustrial establishments there are complaints

about the inferior quality of home-made ma-

chines. liomeamade machines are still heavy,

mick and don't look fine,

In view of the fact that we have manufacr

tured machines for the first time, only corn-

piaining
will not do. We must use and love

home-made machines as much as possible.

The inferior quality must be improved.

Emphasizing that the large-scale produc-

tion of various machines of superior quality

calls for improvement in the designing work,

the Premier recalled that the Party has long

since suggested to train large numbers of

designers and to improve the designing

work. Our designers have made great strides.

But their progress still falls short of our

demand. The Premier went on:

We must boldly train large numbers of

designers. Though we have not so many

machine~building plants, we need more de-

signers. The reason is that We are not yet in

a position to produce one and the same

machine by assembly-line.
Now we have some machine-building

plants. But we have lots of things to do.

There are many demands on machine—boil~
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fling industry. In some cases the mass pro-
uction of one thing may be necessary. But

at present it is more important for us to

manufacture quantities of products in B

great variety.

The other day I visited the Rakwon Ma-

chine-building Plant. The chief engineer and

other comrades of that plant told me: “We

prefer to manufacture one kind of machine

for one to three years in succession, instead
of many kinds, but we are told to produce
various kinds of machines. This is the trou-

ble for us.”

I‘must say that is wrong. It is, of course,

desirable to produce one kind of product for

decades. But our present conditions do not

allow us to do so. It is required to manufac»
ture a great variety of things. Everybody
should understand our difficult situation. We

have only a few machine-building factories

and the demand for machinery is big. We are

obliged, therefore, to make various things in

a factory. As matters stand, we need more

skilled and highly-qualified designers. We

must train more designers of high technical

qualification. Designers themselves must en-

deavour to raise their technical level. De-

signing workers should do all they can to

heighten the quality of blue prints. After all.

it_ is the drafts of machinery that decides the

quality of produced machines. Of course, the

operation of machines, heat-treatment or

casting will have effect on the quality of pro-

ducts. But the major cause of inferior quality
lies in blue prints.

Stress should be laid on the measures for

training larger numbers of designers, for rais»

ing their technical level, for preventing
delay in designing and for raising the utility
rate of facilities.

The Premier then dwelt on the question of

promoting the creative initiative of workers.

Noting that the tremendous importance of

the initiative of workers was confirmed at

the December Plenum of the CC Workers'

Party of Korea, the Premier 5 .

It is necessary for overcoming difficulties

to give full play to the wisdom of the mass-

es. We must not ignore the creative propos«

als of workers but pay serious attention to

them. We must sum up and popularize good

opinions offered by workers. Nevertheless,

there are still cases of laying aside or ignor-

ing their good suggestions. We must make

every effort to popularize them through

papers, booklets and so on, thereby enhanc-
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ing ever higher the creative initiative of

workers.

When the creative initiative of the mass-

es is given iull scope at all :working sites

including designing institutions, there can

be no difiiculties that defy our conquest.
The December Plenum was good evidence

of this.

If the December Plenum oi the C.C., Work‘

ers' Party oi Korea had not given impetus
to the mass initiative, we could not have

attained today's success.

The decisions of the December Plenum

have given rise to the creative initiative of

the masses in all fields. But in machine-

building industry the creative initiative of

the masses has not been sufficiently stimulat-

ed. it is because they iailed to organize well

the work oi stimulating the creative initiative

of the masses and t0 popularize their initia-

tive.

Launch an extensive drive for stimulating

the creative initiative of workers in machine-

building industry like in all other branches,

and you will have many good suggestions
and ideas proposed by workers.

We must, thereiore, unfold on a larger
scale the work of stimulating creative initia-

tive oi the masses.

To improve the work of machine-building

industry, the Premier said, we must raise

technical level. To this end, it is necessary

to educate technicians and skilled workers

as a whole and organize mass education.

And he stressed:

Machine-building industry in our country
is still at low level compared with other

countries. We have no ground for seli-con»

eeit. We must realize that Korea's machine

building industry is still young.

The workers of machine-building industry,
therefore, must take an active part in mass

education. They should boldly introduce rich

experiences, advanced method of work and

technique of the Soviet Union and other

advanced countries.

To ensure the workers of machine-building

industry to study well, it is necessary to sup-

ply them with sufficient books, iorm study
groups ior them and guide them to arrange

passing-on»technique me‘ets.

The Premier said that the better manage-

ment is oi great importance for improving
the work oi machine-building industry. Then

he continued:

Some of our managerial staif still fail to

do their work well in the domain oi machine-

building industry. To organize management
better and not to waste time, it is necessary to

send people to advanced countries so that they

can exchange experience and learn from

experts there. in the machine-building facto-

ries the slack oi operation hour oi machine is

caused by inadequate management. Should

foremen, chief engineers and managers see

to it that tools and materials are handy when

workers come to work, there could be no waste

oi time by the workers' looking round for

tools and materials.

When there is waste of operation hour, the

manager and managerial staff should be

blamed ior their not properly managing work.

it is, therefore, important to improve man-

agement of factories and raise the level at

guidance.
it all the iactories are managed in this way,

the assignments of the current Five-Year Plan

to the machine-building industry will he iul~

filled, Then the demands oi the people and the

national economy will be satisfied.

In conclusion, the Premier stressed the need

of elevating the Party spirit in the field oi

economy. And he continued:

Party spirit means to be. iaithiul to the

Party line and the Party policies as demanded

by the Party. We must firmly uphold the Party

principles and enhance the Party spirit in the

field of economy. We must iurther develop our

machinevbuilding industry, the basis ior the

development of economy in our country.
For this we must raise our technical stand-

ards in all fields oi the national economy and

further increase the efficiency oi equipment.
Workers oi machine-building industry, al-

ways mindiul oi the weighty tasks which the

Party has assigned to them in the carrying
out of the First Five-Year Plan, must strive

to iulfil their glorious tasks.

I am convinced that the present conference

will help you to bring about a signal change
in your work.

—o~.~o——
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